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How did you handle the situation? Start with giving an example of a project or task where you excelled and
were also commended by your seniors and team members. What do you do when your time schedule or
project plan is upset by unforeseen circumstances? Talk about how you reached your ultimate solution and any
lessons you learned from that. This will help the interviewer in determining how well organized and efficient
you are in handling your work. As an underwriter it is very important to be analytical. But if you are good at
your job and keep things organized and plan well in advance then you can avoid situations where things might
go out of your hands because of the overload. I would consider myself most research oriented when I am
presented with a brand new case, or client. Describe the situation and how this person was difficulty. What has
been your biggest disappointment as an underwriter so far? It did result in some people getting offended in the
end but it was for the benefit of the company and thus my decision was appreciated at a later level. As such,
you can definitely expect to encounter questions geared towards your methods for staying current on laws.
Here is an answer example: "I consider myself to be more analytic as this is a major part of our job but yes I
do believe in my instincts and sometimes I make decisions based on both of these as the analysis might tell
you something at times which may not be good for the company in the longer run. What initially attracted you
to the insurance industry, and what keeps you here? This is a very tricky question as the company might be
very strict about the guidelines and might not select you if you have supported some such loan even if that was
a very good decision. With any job interview, it is crucial to understand the organization you are applying to.
In the end we got the contract and he was happy with our services too. In your answer you will want to note a
resource that you utilize a number of times throughout the year, whether it be seminars, a notification board, a
newsletter or some other source. Question 7. Workable can improve candidate sourcing, interviewing and
applicant tracking for a streamlined hiring process. I work hard and stay focused on the task at hand. Share one
of these things with the interviewer stating that others have told you this is your greatest strength. There was
no way we could have completed this job without his supervision as I was fairly new and didn't have much
experience. Question 4. Answer : My mitigation come from my dargther. The interviewer wants to know that
you are the type of employee who will go above expectations for a customer. Despite it being unrelated to this
profession, it truly did teach me about discipline and dedication. Don't not mention any activities that are
specific to race, color, religion, sex, and national origin. Your interviewer will want to make sure that you
have what it takes to stay organized as your workload grows, and you should be able to explain your method
in one or two sentences. Next, share how this strength will help you as an underwriter. How do you stay
knowledgeable of current laws? This happened when I had just joined and was a trainee working under a
senior underwriter. What are debt and loan-to-value ratios? I have done a lot of research on non FHA loans,
about the differences etc. For example "Every morning I spend 30 minutes planning my day over coffee,
entering my 'to-dos', reviewing my long and mid-term projects on XYZ application. This took me by surprise
as this was a really old account and they always used to renew with us only. Being analytical is of course a
very good thing as far as this job is concerned, but there are instances when a combination of instinct and
analysis is useful. Two-sided question. What are the common positive comments you receive on your
performance reviews? Be prepared to present your skills in standard financial applications most important
would be MS Excel or comparable spreadsheets. At such times I do favour my instincts as well. I have pride in
my work, and always want to put my best foot forward.


